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JAI JINENDRA
SHRI ADINATH JINALAYA

Deepawali 2013 Celebration
We would like to inform all members that Shri Adinath Jinalaya will be having Deepawali Nirvan Ladoo Puja on:

DATE: Sunday 3rd November 2013
TIME: Starting at 9:00 am sharp
EVENT: Murti Abhishek, Bhajan & Bhakti Bhavna
Shri Shatkhanda Agam Mahagranth Puja, Aarti and Swamivatsalya

Nirvan Ladoo will be provided to everybody joining in the Nirvan Ladoo Puja.
Deepawali has a very special significance in our Jain religion - On this day Bhagwan Mahavir the last of the current Jain Tirthankara attained Nirvan or Moksh at Pavapuri on the day of kartik Krishna Amavasya.

A sincere request to all members to join us with family and friends to celebrate this auspicious occasion. As Jains, it is our obligation and duty towards the next generation to actively participate in such occasions and carry on our Jain tradition.

Weekly Samuhik Puja
A cordial reminder to all our Dharmabandhus to join in on the weekly Puja every Sunday starting with Abhishek at 10:00 am. We request more of you to join in on regular basis, at least once a month.

Paathshala classes
Paathshala classes every Sunday in the Library area.  
For Beginner level kids - 10:30 am  
For Secondary level kids - 11:30 am

“STHANAK NEWS”
JAI JINENDRA TO ALL SADHARMIKS.

~ Happy Deepawali to all Sadharmiks ~

Please Note the Schedule of Upcoming Events – November thru December 2013
At JCA, 2nd Floor, Sthanak Hall.

“SAAMUHIK SAAMAYIK”
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH 2013 • FROM 10.30 AM TO 12.00 PM
FOLLOWED BY SWAMIVATSALYA.

KARTIK SUD CHOUMASI PAKKHI PRATIKRAMAN
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH 2013 • FROM 6:30 P.M.

“ SAAMUHIK SAAMAYIK “
*** CHILDREN’S SPECIAL ***
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8TH 2013 • FROM 10.30 AM TO 12 PM
FOLLOWED BY SWAMIVATSALYA.

PLEASE COME WITH YOUR CHILDREN AND ENCOURAGE THEM TO TAKE ACTIVE PART

For further information call:
SUNIL DAGA - 917 513 4437, SHWETA KOTHARI – 646 725 5022
ULKA KOTHARI – 516 314 7517, HASMUKH PARikh – 646 996 9365
JAIN CENTER OF AMERICA, NEW YORK
Shri Mahavir Swami Derasar Celebrating 2013 Deepawali Festival

Friday, November 1st 2013 – (DHAN TERAS)
10:30 AM Snatra Puja
Dhanteras Choghadiu (Note: Choghadia times are approximate, so please do Pujan accordingly)
7:54 AM – 9:19 AM CHAL
9:10 AM – 10:24 AM LABH
10:24 AM – 11:39 AM AMRUT
12:54 PM – 2:09 PM SHUBH

Saturday, November 2nd 2013 - (KALI CHAUDAS)
10:00 AM Snatra Puja Followed by Laxmi Pujan
7:00 PM Pakkhi Pratikraman in Library
AKHAND NAVKAR MANTRA JAAP FOR 12 HOURS on 2nd Floor. IT WILL START AT 7:00 PM AND END SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd 7:00 AM. WE REQUEST ALL JCA MEMBERS TO PARTICIPATE AND GIVE YOUR NAME AND AVAILABLE TIME SLOT TO JCA MANAGER
Nakro for Snatra Puja, $51 - (5 sponsors and no more than four members per family)
Nakro for Laxmi Pujan, $101 - (5 sponsors and no more than four members per family)

Sunday, November 3rd 2013 – Deepawali (SHRI MAHAVIRSWAMI NIRVAN KALYANK)
10:00 AM Snatra Puja followed by Gautamswami Pujan
ChopdaPujan Choghadiu (Note: Choghadia times are approximate, so please do Pujan accordingly)
9:10 AM – 10:24 AM CHAL
10:24 AM – 11:39 AM LABH
11:39 AM – 12:53 PM AMRUT
2:08 PM – 3:22 PM SHUBH
6:22 PM – 8:08 PM LABH
Nakro for Snatra Puja, $101 - (5 sponsors and no more than four members per family)
Nakro for Gautamswami Pujan, $151 - (5 sponsors and no more than four members per family)
Maximum 60 families can participate in Laxmi Pujan and Gautamswami Pujan on Laminated photos for $21 (on first come first serve basis, Please give your names to Manojbhai, JCA office)

Monday, November 4th 2013 – (BESTU VARAS/NEW YEAR DAY/SAAL MUBARAK)
6:30 AM Pakshal Puja
7:30 AM Navsmaran
Please give your names for the lucky draw for the first Puja at the Manager's office in the morning in person. Lucky draw for first Puja will be done after Manglik at Upashraya, 2nd floor.
5 Families can take labh for Snatra Puja. Nakro is $101.00 per family

Thursday, November 7th 2013
Gyan Pancham – Gyan Puja – Dev Vandan

Saturday, November 16th 2013 – (CHAUMASI CHAUDAS)
TBA Dev Vandan
6:00 PM Chaumasi Pratikrman

Sunday, November 17th 2013 – (KARTIK POONAM)
10:00 AM Shree Shatrunjay Tirth Bhav Yatra from

Thursday, November 28th 2013 (Thanksgiving Day)
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM Navkar Manta Jaap
SHREE MAHAVEERAY NAMAH:

DEEPAWALI PROGRAM DETAIL: BHAGWAN MAHAVIR “NIRVAAN LADDOO OFFERING”

Laddu Offering ceremony to Bhagwan Mahavir on his NIRVAN on Monday, NOVEMBER 4th, 2013 AT 6:30 AM SHARP on 2nd Floor. You all are requested to come on time and have Dharam Labh.

SHRIMAD RAJCHANDRA SWADHYAY BHAKTI SCHEDULE

November 17th    Celebration of PARAMKRUPALU’S Birth Anniversary
December 15th    Monthly Satsang & Bhakti

For additional information, please contact the following individuals:
Chandresh Panchamia (917) 749 – 8798 (C) / (516) 437 – 8092    Mukesh Ajmera (718) 423- 6148

BHOJANSHALA

REQUEST FOR TITHI SPONSORS for OUR BHOJANSHALA
USD 251 /- Only
For Any Day of your Choice
Birthdays, Marriage Anniversary, Any other memorable event of your life OR in fond memory of your loved ones
Please contribute generously to HONOR your days with OUR SANGH